Abstract. Additive maps T between rings of holomorphic functions, which satisfy the multiplier-like condition T(zf) = <t>T(f) for some (¡> and all/, are characterized. No linearity or continuity assumptions are made. Earlier results by L. Bers on homomorphisms and by J. Becker on derivations are corollaries.
1. Introduction and notation. Throughout this paper U, W, Ö are non void open subsets of the complex plane C, and Q denotes the rational numbers, R the real numbers. By C(U), H(U), H°°(U) we denote the sets of all continuous, holomorphic and bounded holomorphic functions on U, respectively. The identity function on U is denoted by /, that is, I(u) = u for all u E U.lt is convenient to designate with the same symbol, a complex number and the constant function with that value on whatever domain is under discussion. Additive mappings T: H(U) -» H(W) which satisfy T(If) = <t>T(f) for all / G H(U) and some 4> E C(W) will be investigated.
Their structure is completely determined and from this, various results about the structure of ring homomorphisms and derivations on H(U) are recovered. See §4 below. 2 . A key lemma. In the aforementioned theorems about ring homomorphisms and derivations much of the effort in known proofs goes into showing that the map is complex-linear or conjugate complex-linear. For example, formal power series are used to this end in Becker (1978) . We will accomplish this with the following very elementary Lemma. Let B be a countable subset of C, Q a dense subset of C. Let c E C and a E C\B. Then there is an entire function g which satisfies g(B) E Q and g(a) = c.
Proof. Let bx, b2, b3,... be a one-to-one enumeration of B and set b0 = a. Since Q is dense, we can select c, G C so that c + cx(bx -b0) E Q. Then define Px(z) = c + cx(z -b0). After polynomials Px,...,Pn_x (n>2) have been constructed, we can find c" G C so small that for all/ G H(U). It follows from (1) and (2) that Q + /Q C TV, so N is dense in C. Suppose 4>~l(U) ¥= 0. Consider any w E <j>'x(U n N),fE H(U). For appropriate n G H(U) we have
Apply T, using (3) and the fact </>(w) EN:
T(f) -T[f(<}>(w))] =[<¡> -<b(w)]T(h).
Evaluate at w to get g(<t>(wn)) = c-q", for all n, and g(4>(w)) = 0. Then we have
This proves that 7\c/)(w>) = cT(f){w) for all w G <¡>-'(í/) n <jr'(/V). Since this set is dense in 4>"'(l/), we get by continuity
In particular,
. put (5) with c = f(<b(w)) into the right side of (4) to Next suppose that u-G W n 3<j>~x(U),f G H(U) and that 7"(/) is not identically 0 in any neighborhood of w. Then there exist w" E <b~x(U) such that wn -» w but H/)(»*',,) 9* O-We have <i>(w") t^ <j>(w) for all n and, since <¡> is continuous at w, <b(wn) -<¡>(w). Therefore Mittag-Leffler's theorem furnishes an entire function n such that
Noting that w E W\<j>~x(U), so <f>(w) E C\U, we can define g G //(t/) by
Then we have, by two applications of (4)', T(fg)(wn) = g(<í.(wj)/(<í,(>vj)r(l)(w") = g(<¡>(wn))T(f)(wn) (8) <>(WJ -<i>(w) n/)K) Vn.
It follows from (7) that \T(fg)(wn)\> n for all n. Since w" -> w E W and T(fg) E (ii) r is conjugate-linear, <j>(W) E Uand Tf= (/° <i>)T(l) V/ G H(U).
(iii) T is neither linear nor conjugate-linear, <$>(W) U (¡>(W) E U and there exist nonzero \px,\p2 E H(W) such that Tf=(f°*)*x + (h*)*2 VfEH(U).
Proof. Introduce
Then F, satisfies hypotheses (1), (2) and (3) of the preceding corollary and T2 satisfies hypotheses (1), (2) Proof. We have (Ti)2 = T(i2) = -71 = -1, so that either Ti = i or Ti = -i, because ß2 is connected. Therefore from the multiplicative property of T (1) either
In the first case 
